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by KK DuVivier
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The July Scrivener column 2 addressed the use of intensifiers, words such as "very" and "really" that are used to amplify a concept. This month's column addresses words at the other end of the spectrum-qualifiers, such as "probably" and
"possibly," that are used to limit a point.
While intensifiers may give our writing a strident tone,
qualifiers will give it an air of uncertainty. By succumbing to
the temptation of trying to protect ourselves with the addition of a "probably" or a "possibly," we foster the reputation
of attorneys as people who never give a straight answer.
Qualifiers have their place; attorneys often are asked to
make predictions and to answer questions that cannot be answered, without noting some exceptions. However, some of the
uncertainty may be remedied simply by deleting the wishywashy phrasing.
Qualified language: The court probably will find that the
estoppel defense protects our client.
Unqualifiedlanguage: The estoppel defense shouldprotect
our client.
The unqualified version is stronger and more accurate for
four reasons. First, it eliminates extra words so readers can
more quickly distill its meaning. Second, removing the introductory phrasing better focuses the sentence. In the qualified version, the subject of the sentence is "court" and the
verb is "will find." Exactly what the court will find-the key
point being communicated by the sentence-has been relegated here to a subordinate "that" clause. In contrast, the
unqualified version places the key information in the key
grammatical positions in the sentence: The estoppel defense
[subject] should protect [verb] our client [complement].
Third, reference to "the court" is extraneous. Most legal
readers will understand from the context that certain issues
are before a court. A generic reference to "the court" will not
tell them specifically which court is referenced. That information will have to be deduced from a citation or other references in the memorandum or brief.
Fourth, the unqualified version is more accurate. Courts
and juries defy prediction. Although we can address why a
certain case would lead to a certain outcome, we cannot accurately predict whether the court will agree with our argument and will rule as we have guessed. Because it is risky
business to state that we know how a court will rule, we attempt to protect ourselves with the addition of a "probably"
or "possibly." The unqualified alternate above still addresses
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this uncertainty. The conditional "should protect" is substituted for the present tense "protects" in the qualified version.
Yet the unqualified version is more honest; it does not attempt
to impose a qualified certainty on something as unpredictable
as a court's holding.
As an alternate to adding "probably" to a risky prediction,
we can also narrow our sentences to components of the problem that can be more accurately predicted. Note how the following eliminates the qualifier by narrowing the sentence's
focus away from a global conclusion:
Global Conclusion:Ms. Johnsonprobably won't be found
liable.
More Precise Conclusionon a Sub-issue: Under the Shaw
reasoning,estoppel is a strong defense againstMs.
Johnson's liability.
Finally, while qualifiers may be added in an effort to assure complete accuracy, the added uncertainty may have a
downside. For example, an Illinois appellate court recently
took a lawyer's careful statement in a brief that money was
"probablymislaid" as evidence demonstrating that the facts
were ambiguous. 3 The result was that the client claiming
the money was mislaid lost the case; in situations where the
facts are ambiguous, the benefit of doubt is given to the finder of the property rather than the property owner as caretaker
4
of mislaid property.
Both qualifiers and intensifiers shift the balance of a sentence away from the nouns and verbs. Instead, let the key
components of the sentence-the nouns and verbs-be the
laboring oars. The adjectives and adverbs cannot bear the
full weight of meaning, therefoere, use them only sparingly.
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1."A thousand probabilities do not make one truth." English
proverb.
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